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(Containing answers to many questions about this unique Professional Gambler’s training program)

Podcast --June 2016
[Podcast questions delivered by email to Mr. Yarbrough by Johnny Gwinn]
___________________________________________________________________________

Risk-Taking
"RUTHLESSNESS" and "FRACTAL
Recognition" Training program.
Regarding Yarbrough’s

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Joining us today is Ben Yarbrough, known through the books he has written as well as the
magazine and newspaper articles that have been written about him over the past two decades.
Articles proclaiming him to be one of the best, if not the best High-Stakes FAST ACTION "High
Stakes" player coaches around today. In fact, Ben is the only such coach to offer a course that
focuses on increasing your percentage of correct guesses using the new science of linear fractal
mathematics--which he has authored a book on.
--------BEN: Thanks for taking the time to conduct this investigation of my training.
---------Ben, How long have you been training High Stakes players?
BEN: About 25 years.
---------What casino game do you concentrate on?
BEN: Baccarat
---------Why Baccarat?
BEN: Baccarat is the high stakes game with the most favorable player odds, and as a result,
it's the game that attracts the biggest money action from players around the world.
---------Do all of your students become great players?
BEN: Some players are happy to just learn to keep it together (financially) when they play in the
casino, --believe it or not, that can be a challenge, and some are world class players just needing a
few additional lessons to "return to form" or break out and give the casinos a real run for their
money-- I have one student whose last reported income from playing was over one million dollars
annually.
Then there are some that follow my training to the letter while I am with them at the casino, and
as soon as I am gone, they revert back to their old "LOSING" play habits.
My position with the training I offer, is a little like that of any college. The fact is that NO College , or
private teacher/coach can honestly guarantee the success of their students. There is to much that is
dependent on the students involved. Will they be serious, conscientious, hard-working in learning
what they need to know to be successful, and practice those learned lessons once they get out into
the real world. All any college can do--whether its Harvard or your local community college, is strive

to have competent instructors offer valuable information. As to which students become the "A"
students and which students fail, is totally within the control of the student.
What does your training cost?
BEN: The basic Training Program package starts at $5,500, and goes to around $15,000
(depending on how much time I personally spend with students--this can range from none, to 4
days). Compared to a month spent at an auto mechanics class for only $3,000, my program
could be considered expensive. But, many of the people I work with can "easily lose $5,000 a
day" playing or "even $5,000 a hand". Now, for that person, a training course that
transforms them from a person that averages losing $5,000 a day (for an annual loss of
around1/2 million) into someone who wins $2,500 on most and only occasionally loses $5,000
(yielding a $100,000 plus for the year), would that training be worth $5,500 or even $15,000?
Most "Smart players" would say ABSOLUTELY YES! (prices have changed since the offering
of this podcast. With the physical training program going for $6,500 (as of Aug.ust 2017) and
Personal training by Yarbrough no longer available.)
---------Speaking of smart players, what kind of people have signed on to be students of yours?
BEN: Doctors, lawyers, Investors, general businessmen, movie directors, movie stars, the top
people in any field. And for many of them it is not about how much money they can win, it's more
about being able to go into the casino and WIN instead of playing into the casino's hands and being
turned into a regular loser. You see, the fact is that no one likes losing. Even when the amount is
not something that would affect them in the slightest. When Bill Gates plays in the casino he plays
blackjack at the $5 table and is much more concerned with savoring the FUN of winning than he is
about winning enough to get rich, (he's already there-- as are so many others who simply like to play
with a better than average chance of winning fueled by state-of-the-art strategies).
---------I understand that there are two primary parts to the training you offer.
BEN:

Yes,

(1) first, is the "secret sauce" side of teaching someone to correctly predict random events with
regularly successful results, and we're talking more like 60% correct guesses overall, NOT 100%.
So we teach players to use their money in a way that makes it possible to win on days where they
may only win 50% of their bets.
2) Second is the art of learning to become self-disciplined, and self-confident, day after day, which
means becoming hardened and wise to predictable manuveurs that can throw the lesser player into
a tailspin..
---------Does it take a long time to learn these two parts?
BEN: What is it people say about many pursuits in life, from baseball to bowling to golf. "It only
takes a few days to learn the rules that I teach people to use regarding their financial risk taking,, but
it can take a lifetime to master implementing those rules." My years of experience have helped me
put players on the fast track of ingraining the Rules of WINNING into their way of thinking and being.
----------I imagine that over these 20 years, you've dealt with some very interesting people...
BEN: I know you haven't had time to read the book that I gave you, but that was my first book
related to the training of High-Stakes risk takers. It's called, "Modern Day Pirates Don't Play
Poker", and it is full of stories and anecdotes about the unusual players and just plain "Strange
Characters" I have run across over the years.

I hope the answers offered by Mr. Yarbrough, give listeners a few fresh ideas about what is behind
"being taught to WIN using High stakes action."--as there is a great deal of misinformation out in the
public on this subject--, and why even the best gamblers and investors can use Yarbrough's training
to sharpen their gaming skills!
BEN: Just let me know when you again are ready to engage the casinos as we did successfully
last month, I feel confident we will approach our next trip with the attitude "Let's go make some
Wampum!" (In the words of a former playing buddy, real estate billionaire --reported to be the
largest landowner in the state of Georgia-- His comment is from an email he sent me some years
ago).
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